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Hoppers

• Volunteer Opportunities
• Maximum of 8 hours work
• A variety of jobs
  – Helping at the registration desk
  – Guiding people to the rooms or their seats for the talks
  – Helping the presenter during the talk
• Anyone can apply to be a hopper
Workshops and Talks

• Five Essentials to Rock Your Job Interview

• Women in Computing Societies at University

• Mindbugs: Solving Implicit Bias in Gender and STEM
Five Essentials to Rock Your Job Interview

• By Anne Ryan and Christina Forney
  Palantir Technologies Inc.

• Described 5 essentials

• Did exercises with the audience
Women in Computing Societies at University

Five speakers from around the world

• Bushra A. Alahmadi of King Saud University
• Larissa Romualdo Suzuki of University College London
• Marily Nika of Imperial College/Google
• Kate Isaacs of University of California, Davis
• Elizabeth F.H. Phillips of Oxford University
Mindbugs: Solving Implicit Bias in Gender and STEM

- By Brian Nosek
Professor, department of Psychology University of Virginia and Executive Director of Centre for Open Science

- Implicit Association Tests (IAT)

- [http://projectimplicit.net/nosek/](http://projectimplicit.net/nosek/)
MindBugs

Picture taken from internet (link)
What did you see?
MindBugs
Talks and Workshops

CLUSTERS
- Career
- Organizational Transformation
- Emerging Tech/ Best of
- Productization
- General Sessions
- Technology
- Open Source

SESSIONS OCTOBER 14-16, 2015

DATE | TRACKS | SPEAKER
--- | --- | ---
OCTOBER 14 | Wednesday Keynote
8:30 am - 10:00 am | TRACK: GENERAL SESSIONS
Keynotes

You can watch them at: http://ghc.anitaborg.org

Keynote Speakers
– Hilary Mason, Founder of Fast Forward Labs
– Susan Wojcicki and Journalist Moira Forbes
– Manuela M. Veloso, Herbert A. Simon University Professor in the Computer Science Department at Carnegie Mellon University
GHC 2016

- Wednesday Oct. 19\textsuperscript{th} – Friday Oct. 21\textsuperscript{st}
- In Houston again
- Registration in Spring 2016
- Need to organize things much sooner
  - Apply for scholarship
  - Apply to be a hopper
  - Booking hotels/airline tickets
Thank you!